Two broadly known characteristics of germ cells in many organisms are their development as a 9 'cyst' of interconnected cells and their high sensitivity to DNA damage. Here we provide 10 evidence that these characteristics are linked, and that interconnectivity is a mechanism that 11 confers to the Drosophila testis a high sensitivity to DNA damage. We show that all germ cells 12 within a cyst die simultaneously even when only a subset of them exhibit detectable DNA 13 damage. Compromising connectivity results in cysts in which only a subset of germ cells die 14 upon DNA damage, lowering overall germ cell death. Our data indicate that a death-promoting 15 signal is shared through the intercellular connections of germ cells. Taken together, we propose 16 that intercellular connectivity is a mechanism that uniquely increases the sensitivity of the 17 germline to DNA damage, thereby protecting the integrity of gamete genomes that are passed on 18 to the next generation. 19 20 54 individual germ cells within a cyst in response to DNA damage, reducing overall germ cell 55 death. The sensitivity of a germ cell cyst to DNA damage increases as the number of 56
Introduction 21
A prevalent feature of germ cell development across species is their proliferation as an 22 interconnected cluster of cells, widely known as a germ cell cyst. In many organisms from 23 insects to humans, germ cells divide with incomplete cytokinesis that results in interconnected 24 5 non-linear response, quickly reaching a plateau of ~3 dying 16-SG cysts per testis (Fig. 1D ). In Lysotracker-positive and dying ( Fig. 2A) . 112 The fraction of γ-H2Av-positive SGs within each cyst increased gradually with 113 increasing radiation dose irrespective of SG stage ( Fig. 2B and Fig. 2 -Figure supplement 2), 114 consistent with the linear nature of ionizing radiation damaging DNA molecules (Ulsh, 2010) . 115 However, Lysotracker staining showed that SGs within a cyst were always either all 116 Lysotracker-positive or -negative (Fig. 2C) . These results suggest that while DNA damage is The fusome is required for synchronized all-or-none SG death within the cysts. 122 The above results led us to hypothesize that all SGs within a cyst might be triggered to 123 die together even when only a subset of SGs within the cyst have detectable DNA damage, 124 explaining the extremely high sensitivity of the germline to DNA damage. In Drosophila and 125 other insects, the fusome is a germline-specific membranous organelle that connects the 126 cytoplasm of germ cells within a cyst and mediates intracyst signaling amongst germ cells (Lilly, suggesting that the all-or-none mode of SG death was compromised. Importantly, the mean 144 fraction of 16-SG that died in response to radiation exposure at any dose was significantly 145 reduced when the fusome was disrupted ( Fig. 3B , D, F, H, see Supplementary Table S1 for 146 statistics). These data show that the fusome is required for the coordinated death of all SGs 147 within a cyst, and suggests that connectivity of SGs increases overall SG death in response to 148 radiation-induced DNA damage. Moreover, the fact that loss of germ cell connectivity in fusome 149 mutants allows for the survival of some SGs strongly argues against the possibility that SGs The mitochondrial protease HtrA2/Omi is required for all-or-none SG death 156 The above results suggest that intercellular connectivity mediated by the fusome plays a 157 critical role in allowing for all-or-none commitment of SGs to death or survival. Based on these 158 results, we hypothesized that a signal to promote cell death exists that is rapidly transmitted from 159 damaged SGs to others via their intercellular connections. 160 It has previously been shown that germ cell death in the Drosophila testis depends on In HtrA2/Omi mutant flies, we frequently observed a mix of Lysotracker-positive and -168 negative SGs within a single cyst, similar to what was seen in fusome mutants ( Fig. 4A ).
169
Disruption of the all-or-none mode of SG death within the cyst was observed at any dose of 170 radiation tested ( Fig. 4B ). Disrupted all-or-none SG death occurred in both heterozygous 171 (Omi Δ1 /+) and transheterozygous (Omi Δ1 /Omi Df1 ) conditions, consistent with the previous report low doses of radiation ( Fig. 5D ). However, SG death in these mutants maintained an all-or-none 188 pattern ( Fig. 5A -C, E). These results suggest that while p53 and mnk/chk2 may contribute to SG 189 death via their general role in controlling the DNA damage response as has been described in 190 somatic cells, they do not play a role in mediating the all-or-none pattern of SG death within a 191 cyst that is unique to interconnected germ cells.
192
Consistent with the idea that neither mnk/chk2 or p53 is responsible for a germline- observed only at 24 hours after irradiation, much later than the peak of SG death, which typically 201 happens within a few hours. Collectively, these data indicate that differential expression of p53 202 or Mnk/Chk2 in SGs is unlikely to account for the high sensitivity of the germline to DNA Increasing connectivity of SGs inherently increases sensitivity to DNA damage 206 The above results suggest that the robust ability of SGs to trigger cell death in response to 207 DNA damage is facilitated by the sharing of signals to die amongst SGs within a cyst, killing 208 SGs that are not sufficiently damaged to commit to cell death on their own. This sharing of death 209 signals is mediated by and dependent on germ cell connectivity. If this is the case, it would be 210 predicted that increasing the connectivity of a SG cyst (the number of interconnected SGs within 211 the cyst) would increase its sensitivity to DNA damage. Indeed, as mentioned above, we 212 observed a trend of 16-SG cysts dying more frequently than 2-, 4-, or 8-SGs ( Our present study may provide a link between two long-standing observations in germ 224 cell biology: 1) the broad conservation of intercellular connectivity (cyst formation) of germ 225 cells and 2) the increased sensitivity of the germline to DNA damage compared to the soma. Our 226 study shows that the connectivity of germ cells is a key mechanism for their ability to robustly 227 induce cell death. We propose that connectivity allows for the sharing of signals that leads to cell According to this model, higher connectivity would confer higher sensitivity to DNA 239 damage: as the connectivity increases, more cells would contribute to detecting any DNA 240 damage the germline may be experiencing. Indeed, our data show a direct correlation between 241 sensitivity to radiation and the increasing connectivity of SG cysts (Fig. 6A) . Remarkably, the 242 9 fact that single-celled, unconnected GBs exhibit an essentially linear death response to increasing 243 radiation suggests that individual germ cells do not have an intrinsically different DNA damage 244 response that accounts for their high sensitivity to DNA damage (Fig. 6A ).
245
A connectivity-based increase in sensitivity to DNA damage also has an important 246 implication in the development of multicellular organisms. To pass on genomes to the next 247 generation, it is critically important for germ cells to have the most stringent mechanisms to 248 prevent deleterious mutations. However, as genome size increases in multicellular organisms, 249 ubiquitously increasing the stringency of genome quality control would result in a high rate of 250 cell death in all tissues, which could compromise the development or survival of organisms.
251
Thus, a multicellular organism would require differential sensitivities to DNA damage between 252 the soma and the germline. The germline would require a more sensitive genome surveillance 253 mechanism to produce gametes with the highest genome quality, whereas the priority of the 254 soma shifts toward survival in order to support development and maintenance of somatic organs.
255
A connectivity-based increase in sensitivity to DNA damage would be a simple method for 256 multicellular organisms to achieve drastically different sensitivities to DNA damage between the 257 soma and germline without having to alter intrinsic damage response pathways. Thus, we 258 speculate that one reason germ cell connectivity has arisen during evolution might be to confer 259 higher sensitivity to DNA damage specifically in the germline. assessed by number of Hoechst-stained nuclei only when using unfixed samples. Note that the 317 scoring of dying SGs is not directly comparable between fixed and unfixed samples (for 318 example, results shown in Fig. 1 vs. Fig. 2) , due to the difference in the method of SG staging Supplementary Table S1 . Fraction of 16-SG dying in fusome mutants. 
